MessageSolution Showcasing at IBM Lotusphere 2012, with Expanded eDiscovery Features in its Enterprise Information Archiving and eDiscovery Platform

*MessageSolution, an industry leader in Enterprise Informational Archiving, eDiscovery & Data Migration will be exhibiting at IBM Lotusphere 2012 at Orlando, FL. Convention Center # 636 to showcase its award-winning enterprise archiving, ESI management solutions and expanded eDiscovery features such as federated search & legal hold notifications over Quickr and Lotus Notes*

Milpitas, California and Orlando, Florida (January 17, 2012) – *MessageSolution, Inc.*, the global technology leader in providing award-winning enterprise information archiving and eDiscovery platforms, delivering both enterprise on-premise and cloud solutions to meet organizations’ needs in email, SharePoint/Quikr, file systems, and NSF database archiving, compliance, legal discovery, migration, and server storage management. MessageSolution will be showcasing its Enterprise eDiscovery Platform and Enterprise Email Cross-Platform Migration System at IBM Lotusphere 2012 Conference in Orlando, Florida.

“With a complete Enterprise Information Archiving and eDiscovery Platform, MessageSolution technologies have been implemented in large-scale enterprise environment, as well as in SME organizations to support regulatory compliance, legal discovery and storage management needs.” says Kevin McInerney, Global Marketing Strategist at MessageSolution. “Our record-breaking scalability reduced over 500% on
hardware and storage costs when compared to competing solutions. Our cloud solution provides SME firms with enterprise-class client integration features that other cloud vendors are not able to deliver”.

MessageSolution Enterprise Archive & eDiscovery Platform 6.0 includes expanded features such as federated search capabilities and legal hold notifications. The federated search capabilities allow users to search through email, SharePoint/Quickr, and file archive repositories in global geographic locations through one user interface. Legal Hold Notifications serve as a preservation notice to alert legal counsels, administrators and relevant account custodians of new legal hold policies and the escalation of established ones.

With the MessageSolution eDiscovery Platform, administrators or authorized legal counsel can place either an entire mailbox on legal hold or select individual messages to prevent manual or automated deletion. Retention policies can be independently set for each policy and data disposition can be fully automated. The Case Management feature allows for the monitoring of multiple legal cases by the legal team. The MessageSolution Enterprise eDiscovery Platform enables administrators to enforce governance policies for retention, create and escalate legal holds, increase the legal review performance, instantly access and search data, and drastically reduce legal costs.

MessageSolution is to exhibit its leading edge new product developments at IBM Lotusphere 2012 in Orlando Florida, convention center #636 from January 15 – January 19, 2012, as well as at SharePoint Technology Conference 2012 from February 26 – February 29 in San Francisco, California.
The MessageSolution Difference

Customers continually emphasize MessageSolution products’ excellent overall performance, support of all major email servers, as well as its ease of use.

MessageSolution provides sub-second data retrieval, an intuitive interface with federated search capabilities, ease of deployment and maintenance. MessageSolution's intelligent back-end design significantly reduces installation requirements, backup time, and the need for technical support.

MessageSolution Enterprise Email Archive™ deftly manages petabytes of data on a daily basis. Legal eDiscovery and litigation support are empowered by the archive's built-in search engine, which searches through millions of emails within seconds across global locations and data centers. Users can access their archive through their email client, browser, or IPhone and BlackBerry.

MessageSolution delivers the industry’s highest enterprise-level scalability and holds the industry record of archiving over 25,000 users on one single MessageSolution archiving server, and is able to archive hundred thousands of users on a clustered archiving system. This saves significant high-end hardware server and storage requirements when compared to the competitive solutions in the market place. Competitive vendors archive
on average 3,000-5,000 users on a single archive server, 4-5 times less than
MessageSolution archiving system’s scalability and flexibility. A high, in-process
compression rate combined with single instance message and attachment archiving
controls archive storage growth.

Enterprise Email Archive™ further reduces organizations’ storage costs by using only
25-30% of the original mail server storage space for live content archiving.

MessageSolution’s products support all Latin-based languages, as well as all character-
based languages, such as Japanese and Chinese.

**About MessageSolution, Inc.**

**MessageSolution, Inc.** is an industry leader in email, SharePoint & file systems content
archiving, eDiscovery legal support and migration. With Cloud, Multi-Tenant and On-
Premise solutions available, MessageSolution enables organizations of all sizes in all
industries to mitigate risk, reduce storage costs and requirements, optimize server
performance, and comply with industry and federal regulations. MessageSolution
Enterprise Archiving and eDiscovery Platform supplies the organizational and governing
backbone to manage the lifecycle of electronic stored data (ESI) by fully integrating with
Lotus Notes Domino, Exchange, GroupWise and all Linux email platforms. It
automatically archives all email, email attachments, files and all SharePoint/Quickr
content types and permissions to the instantly-accessible, and archiving server to
optimize the email server performance. These integrations also make federated
searches of all repositories and data stored in all global locations available from one
user-friendly interface.
Based in Silicon Valley, California, MessageSolution maintains operations in North America, Europe, and Mainland China, along with distribution channels in Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia Pacific & the Middle East. For more information, visit http://www.MessageSolution.com or call (408) 383-0100.
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